Tokenbox Trading Contest 2020
Rules
Dates of the contest
Submission of applications: no need to submit applications in advance. Traders can already register, make deposits on the
platform and test the functionality of the trading terminal.
Contest period: 25.05.2020 (00-00 UTC) - 25.06.2020 (00-00 UTC). This is the period during which participants will trade on the
platform and the results will be counted in the rating. So, the 24.06.2020 is the last day for trading competition.
Summing up and awarding period: 25.06.2020 - 30.06.2020
Conditions for entering the list of participants
1)
2)
1)

Register on Tokenbox platform till 25.06.2020
After the сontest starts (25.05.2020 at 00-00 UTC) create 1 or more new trading accounts
Deposit crypto in each trading account an amount exceeding or equivalent to 50 USD

To follow with this, just transfer your funds from your wallet straight to your account. You can do it anytime from 25.05.2020 till
25.06.2020. If a user has more than one trading account, the results of each trading account are taken into account separately,
but only one trading account with maximum profitability will be selected for the final ranking.
Criteria for winners and rewards
The only indicator for obtaining a higher rating is the return (ROI) gained during the contest period.
The return is calculated in USD. To check your return results on the Tokenbox platform - just go to your trading account profile
and check Lifetime Performance.
Rewards for winners
Place in rating

Reward for one winner

Rewards summarized

1

350 000 TBX

350 000 TBX

2

200 000 TBX

200 000 TBX

3

100 000 TBX

100 000 TBX

4-10

50 000 TBX

350 000 TBX

-

-

1 000 000 TBX

Participants who are ranked from 1 to 10 will be pre-approved as portfolio managers and will be able to create a portfolio for
managing investor’s assets on the Tokenbox platform.
Actual rating table will be published on the official page of the Contest: https://contest.tokenbox.io/
Rewarded TBX tokens can be withdrawn from the platform after the Contest.
Risk Warning
Trading on the financial markets is a very risky operation, which can lead to both large profits and significant losses.
Tokenbox reserves the right to cancel or change any activities or Rules at our sole discretion.

